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IN THE SUPREME COURT
OF THE NORTHERN TERRITORY OF AUSTRALIA
AT ALICE  SPRINGS SC No. 108	of 1987


BETWEEN:

MICHAEL GALLAGHER
Plaintiff

AND:

IAN DAVIDSON
Defendant

AND:

THE COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA
Third Party



CORAM:	KEARNEY J



REASONS FOR DECISION

(Delivered 4 September 1992)




I rule this morning on the plaintiff's application of 1 September 1992.	The plaintiff applies for an order that the defendant give further and better answers to the plaintiff's interrogatories nos. 7, 8 and 9, within 7 days.

Mr Bennett of counsel for the plaintiff relies on his affidavit of 1 September 1992, in which he set out the


background to the application.	On 17 August the defendant was ordered to file and serve sworn answers to the plaintiff's interrogatories.	On 31 August the defendant's solicitors provided unsworn answers to those interrogatories, on the basis that the answers would be sworn shortly; the plaintiff takes no objection to that.

Having taken counsel's advice, the defendant answered interrogatories nos. 7, 8 and 9 in identical terms, as follows:-

"Q7. How often did the Defendant follow the practice in the past?

A7. I object to answering this Interrogatory.	it is not relevant to an issue between the parties; it is also a fishing interrogatory.

Q8. How often had the Defendant used this type of syringe in the past?

A8. I object to answering this Interrogatory.	It is not relevant to an issue between the parties; it is also a fishing interrogatory.

Q9. What was the Defendant's qualifications and experience at the time he performed the syringing of the Plaintiff's ear?

A9. I object to answering this Interrogatory.	it is not relevant to an issue between the parties; it is also a fishing interrogatory."


This action is for alleged medical negligence arising out of the syringing of the plaintiff's ear by the defendant, in the course of which the plaintiff's ear drum
was perforated by the tip of the syringe.	Interrogatory no.6 was directed to the practice which the defendant had followed when he syringed the plaintiff's ear, and to where he had learned that practice; this interrogatory was answered in detail.

Mr Bennett submitted that interrogatories nos.7, 8 and 9 should likewise be answered.	He submitted that  it would amount to negligence if a medical practitioner unskilled in the proper medical procedure for syringing ears, were to carry out that task.	If the defendant lacked the skill necessary to carry out this procedure, but nevertheless carried it out, he would be negligent in doing so, in that he had not obtained the necessary skilled assistance in carrying out the procedure.	In general terms, I consider that that is correct.	Mr Bennett submitted that interrogatories nos.7, 8 and 9 were directed to ascertaining whether the defendant had acquired the skills necessary to carry out the procedure.	He referred to Balkin and Davis 'Law of Torts' (1991 ed.,) pp278-281, and Wells v Cooper [1958] 2 QB 265.

Mr Morgan of counsel for the defendant submitted that these interrogatories should not be answered, for the reasons which had been stated by the defendant (p2).	He referred to Sharpe v Smail [1975] 49 ALJR 130.	I note that
Gibbs J (as he then was) noted the necessity to supply information as to facts relevant to questions in issue, as well as to matters directly in issue.	His Honour said at p133:-

"An interrogatory cannot be described as fishing if it is directed to obtaining information as to a fact relevant to an issue raised by the pleadings."


Mr Morgan submitted that the matter directly in issue in this litigation was whether the defendant was negligent in carrying out the medical procedure of syringing the ear.	That is correct.	Clearly, he submitted, the plaintiff could interrogate as to facts relevant to the questions thereby in issue.		Hence interrogatories such as interrogatory no.6 were permissible; but not interrogatories nos.7, 8 and 9, which were irrelevant and fishing.	By way of analogy, where the question in issue was whether a driver of a motor vehicle had driven negligently, he could be interrogated as to his manner of driving on the occasion in question, but not as to his manner of driving in a previous accident.

Conclusion

By practising as a medical practitioner and undertaking to the plaintiff to carry out the syringing of
his ear, the defendant held himself out to be a person capable of carrying out that medical procedure with the standard of skill of a medical practitioner of normal skill in syringing ears.	The law required of him that he syringe the plaintiff's ear in a manner which conformed to that standard.	The matter in issue in this litigation is whether he conformed to that standard.

It is important to ascertain the skill which the defendant held himself out to have.	It was that of a professional medical practitioner of normal skill in syringing ears.	Wells v Cooper (supra) is distinguishable in that the person who fitted the defective door handle was a householder; he was held not to the standard of care of a professional carpenter, but to the standard of care of a reasonably competent carpenter doing a trifling domestic job.	Wells v Cooper (supra) illustrates that it may be negligent for an unskilled person to undertake a task for which special skills are required, the negligence lying in the failure of that person to seek expert help in a situation where it is foreseeable that in the absence of such expert assistance, a third party is put at risk; see Papatonakis v Australian Telecommunications Commission (1985) 156 CLR 7 at 36, per Deane J.
In this case the defendant held himself out as having the skill to syringe ears, and a competent medical practitioner.	He is held to that standard of care.	Whether he had that skill is in issue.	It is proper for the  plaintiff to probe whether the defendant had the skill which he held himself out to have.	Interrogatories nos.7, 8 and 9 are accordingly directed to facts relevant to a matter in issue.	They should be answered.

Order accordingly.





